
QUESTION AND ANSWERS 
Q: Virginia Harris asked, “Is the Rocky Mountain 
Chop Plate” 11inch or 11-1/4 inches in diameter?  
and  “Are there any markings on the back”? 

A: Bud list the plate as 11+ inches in his book and 
Dave list it as 11-1/4” in his. We measured our plate 
at 11-1/4 inches. Its been explained that due to 
different molds, bisqueware and or drying shrinkage 
that the size flucuates. So a little difference is to be 
expected, but 11-1/4 inches is the size most referred 
to.  See Article on Platters in this issue for picture. 
 

Q: A collector asked to verify the maker of this bowl. 

A:Unfortunately it’s a Knowles. The seller mis-
indentfied it as a Royal China. This is a good 
example of “Buyer Beware”. This is a large repitable 
dealer, but even they can make a mistake. Our 
President contacted this dealer to ask if they would 
correct some of their items listed and they said they 
would happily obligde. Let us know if you find an 
advertser’s mistake so that we can have them change 
it to protect our fellow collectors.  
 

   

FROM THE EDITOR 
Dear Currier & Ives /Royal China Dinnerware 
collectors. Just a note to let you know that 
November’s newsletter will be my last. I’m retiring 
so that someone with great ideas and a new 
perspective can share their thoughts. I have enjoyed 
my 3 years as your editor. I liked talking with you 
and receiving input for our newsletter. My hopes is 
that someone will take over in  November. I will be 
happy to help them any way I can.  

        It’s been a great ride.              Wilma      

PICTURES of PITCHERS 
Here are some photos of  hard-to-get water pictures 
several other pitchers are out there, please send us 
yours to include in upcoming newsleters. 

 

  

  


